NCAA’S CALL TO THE BULLPEN: BRING IN CONGRESS TO SAVE THE COLLEGE GAME WITH AN ANTITRUST EXEMPTION

Rick Nolan*

I. INTRODUCTION

Billion-dollar television-rights contracts to broadcast sports, corporate logos on jerseys and stadiums, and million-dollar compensation contracts are terms one may associate with professional sports.1 However, these terms are now commonplace within the intercollegiate athletic environment.2 The National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (“NCAA”) fundamental policy of amateurism3 has taken a backseat since the Supreme Court’s decision in NCAA v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma.4 The Supreme Court found the NCAA’s regulations on commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics violated section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act (“section 1”).5 This ruling allowed commercialization and exploitation of student-athletes to skyrocket.6 Universities are stuck in an arms race forcing them to spend
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5See id.

6See infra Parts V.A.
exorbitant amounts of money to remain competitive in athletics, while academic funding remains stagnant.\textsuperscript{7} For intercollegiate athletics to return to its roots of amateurism, Congress must provide the NCAA with an antitrust exemption.\textsuperscript{8} An antitrust exemption will allow the NCAA to reform revenue-sharing principles to emphasize academic purposes and carry out the model for amateurism in intercollegiate athletics.\textsuperscript{9}

This Article scrutinizes the rise of commercialization and exploitation in intercollegiate athletics and proffers a solution to return to the amateur-athletic model. Part II offers a brief history of the NCAA. Part III provides a background for antitrust analysis under section 1. Part IV reviews prior antitrust litigation against the NCAA. Part V explains the commercialization and exploitation of student-athletes due to the deregulation of commercial aspects within intercollegiate athletics. Part VI outlines the pending antitrust threat to the NCAA, which could change the entire NCAA business model. Part VII proposes the positive benefits an antitrust exemption could provide the NCAA, universities, student-athletes, and regular academic students.

\section{II. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NCAA}

One of the first intercollegiate athletic events pitted Harvard University against Yale University in a race to the finish buoys.\textsuperscript{10} More than 150 years ago, an ivy league regatta laid the foundation for NCAA governance.\textsuperscript{11} Even in the early days of intercollegiate athletics, the

\textsuperscript{7}\emph{See infra} Parts V.A.1-3.


\textsuperscript{9}\emph{See infra} Part VII.

\textsuperscript{10}Rodney K. Smith, \textit{A Brief History of the National Collegiate Athletic Association's Role in Regulating Intercollegiate Athletics}, 11 MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 9, 10 (2000).

\textsuperscript{11}\emph{See} MATTHEW J. MITTEN ET AL., \textit{Sports Law and Regulation: Cases, Materials, and Problems} 100 (2d ed. 2009).
need for regulation was apparent;\textsuperscript{12} Harvard, in an attempt to gain an advantage against its opponent, utilized the skills of a coxswain who was not a student at the university.\textsuperscript{13} As intercollegiate athletics progressed towards the twentieth century, universities began to realize the difficulty in managing these types of events.\textsuperscript{14} Development of rules committees and conferences began in the early twentieth century, but the committees and conferences lacked a central focus.\textsuperscript{15} In 1905, due to a rash of deaths and serious injuries in intercollegiate football, President Theodore Roosevelt held a White House conference to discuss a review of football rules.\textsuperscript{16} Additionally, representatives of major intercollegiate football programs met to discuss regulations.\textsuperscript{17} Through a mutual effort between the White House and universities, sixty-two universities founded the Intercollegiate Athletic Association (“IAA”).\textsuperscript{18} The earliest principles that the IAA developed focused on amateurism, education, and sportsmanship.\textsuperscript{19} In 1910, the IAA retitled itself the NCAA.\textsuperscript{20}

Intercollegiate athletics continued to gain popularity and entrenched itself as vital part of higher education.\textsuperscript{21} Greater access to higher education and the beginning of television expanded the

\textsuperscript{12}See id. (stating that President Eliot of Harvard University found admission prices to athletic events were turning “amateur contests into major commercial spectacles”).

\textsuperscript{13}Smith, \textit{supra} note 10, at 11 (explaining that universities sought unfair advantages “from the beginning of organized intercollegiate athletics”).

\textsuperscript{14}See MITTEN, \textit{supra} note 11, at 100.


\textsuperscript{16}Smith, \textit{supra} note 10, at 12.

\textsuperscript{17}Id.

\textsuperscript{18}MITTEN, \textit{supra} note 11, at 101.

\textsuperscript{19}Carter, \textit{supra} note 15, at 11 (stating that universities intended to instill a set of athletic values into the student-athletes).

\textsuperscript{20}Id.

\textsuperscript{21}MITTEN, \textit{supra} note 11, at 101.
popularity of intercollegiate athletics even further and raised issues of commercialization.22 Through the 1950s, the NCAA attempted to adapt to the increase in commercialization by creating the Committee on Infractions, which allowed the NCAA to sanction intercollegiate athletic programs for exploiting student-athletes.23 By the early 1970s, the NCAA’s authority for rule making and enforcement had grown exponentially due to the increased commercialization of intercollegiate athletics.24 However, not all applauded the NCAA’s expansion of authority.25 The NCAA received criticism for failing to rein in commercialism and for vigorously enforcing its regulatory authority.26 Again, the NCAA developed changes to address the criticisms, but commercialization, and the opportunities that flow from commercialization, triggered university presidents to take a more active role in NCAA governance.27

Higher education was suffering economically in the 1980s; therefore, the university presidents felt the need to take an active role in NCAA governance to facilitate cost-containment measures.28 However, more revenue became a reality when the Supreme Court decided that the NCAA violated antitrust laws by controlling broadcast-television rights of intercollegiate football games.29

The university presidents’ injection into the NCAA governance

22Id. at 102 (expanding athletic programs, along with “gambling scandals and recruiting excesses,” required the NCAA to expand).

23Id.

24Smith, supra note 10, at 15-16.

25See id. at 16 (stating that the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation scrutinized the NCAA’s enforcement processes).

26Id.

27MITTEN, supra note 11, at 103.

28Id. (finding that university presidents began to understand the procedures of the NCAA and took more of an interest in governance).

completely changed the structure of the NCAA. The Executive Committee and Board of Directors, composed of presidents and chief executive officers of member institutions, have made numerous reforms since the 1990s. All the while, commercialization of intercollegiate athletics and the strain on the NCAA continues.

III. APPLICABLE ANTITRUST LAW

The Sherman Antitrust Act protects consumers by ensuring the competitive process goes unharmed, which necessitates market participants to lower prices and produce higher-quality products to compete. Section 1 provides: “Every contract, combination . . . or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States . . . is declared to be illegal.” While a literal interpretation of section 1 intimates that every contract is a restraint on trade, the consensus of courts is that section 1 outlaws only “unreasonable restraints” on trade or commerce.

To present a prima facie violation of section 1, a plaintiff must show that (1) an organization “participated in an agreement that (2) unreasonably restrained trade in the relevant market.”

Prior interpretation held the Sherman Antitrust Act as only preventing commercial, business world entities from agreeing to unreasonably

30 Smith, supra note 10, at 17.

31 Id.; see MITTEN, supra note 11, at 104-08 (explaining the reforms, which include stricter eligibility rules, Division I university certification process, academic progress rate, and graduation success rate).

32 Smith, supra note 10, at 21-22.


36 Law v. NCAA, 134 F.3d 1010, 1016 (10th Cir. 1998).
restrain trade, yet professional associations fit within the coverage of the Sherman Antitrust Act, including nonprofit associations. The relevant market takes into account “geography as well as product use, quality, and description.” The relevant geographic markets include effective competition areas where consumers have alternative sources of supply. The relevant product markets include “the pool of goods or services that enjoy reasonable interchangeability . . . .” Courts analyze a restraint on trade by using one of two analyses: illegal per se analysis or rule of reason analysis. An illegal per se restraint on trade is “entirely void of redeeming competitive rationales” and illegal on its face. The rule of reason analysis balances the anticompetitive effects against the procompetitive rationale of the restraint on trade to determine if the restraint is unreasonable. As the antitrust precedent developed, universities started realizing that the NCAA was a profit-making enterprise and potentially subject to the Sherman Antitrust

37Marjorie Webster Junior Coll., Inc. v. Middle States Ass’n of Colls. & Secondary Schs., 432 F.2d 650, 654 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (explaining that the Sherman Antitrust Act proscriptions do not reach “noncommercial aspects of the liberal arts and the learned professions”); see MITTEN, supra note 11, at 239.


39Hennessey v. NCAA, 564 F.2d 1136, 1149 (5th Cir. 1977) (holding that the NCAA does not have a blanket exception from antitrust laws because of its nonprofit, educational aspects).

40Tanaka v. Univ. of S. Cal., 252 F.3d 1059, 1063 (9th Cir. 2001) (quoting Oltz v. St. Peter’s Cmty. Hosp., 861 F.2d 1440, 1446 (9th Cir. 1988)).

41Id.

42Id.

43Law v. NCAA, 134 F.3d 1010, 1016 (10th Cir. 1998).

44Id. (quoting SCFC ILC v. Visa USA, Inc., 36 F.3d 958, 963 (10th Cir. 1994)).

45Id. at 1016-17.
IV. ANTITRUST LAW APPLIED TO THE NCAA

The seminal Supreme Court case of *NCAA v. Board of Regents* involved two universities challenging the NCAA's television plan on antitrust grounds. Since the early 1950s, the NCAA “Television Committee” controlled the output of television-broadcasted intercollegiate football under the justification that broadcasting intercollegiate football on television negatively affects live attendance. The NCAA developed a plan to negotiate with the broadcast networks; under the plan, the NCAA restricted the networks under certain ground rules in televising games. Furthermore, member universities were unwelcome to stray outside of the television plan.

Consisting of five major conferences and major college football programs, the College Football Association (“CFA”) was developed to further the interests of the major college football programs within the NCAA. In 1979, the CFA members felt the need to have a bigger impact on the development of the NCAA television plan. As a show of muscle, the CFA solicited a contract offer from a broadcast company outside the NCAA’s television plan. The NCAA countered by

---

46 Hennessey v. NCAA, 564 F.2d 1136, 1149 n.14 (5th Cir. 1977).


48 *Id.* at 88.

49 *Id.* at 89-90.

50 *Id.* at 90 (explaining the television contracts, which placed limits on the number of games televised and number of university appearances per year).

51 *Id.* The University of Pennsylvania challenged the television committee plan. *Id.* However, the University of Pennsylvania reconsidered and abided by the plan after the four schools scheduled to play backed out. *Id.*

52 *Id.* at 89.

53 *Id.* at 94.

54 *Id.* at 94-95.
threatening penalties against the universities that participated in the CFA’s plan.\textsuperscript{55} Two members of the CFA, the University of Oklahoma and the University of Georgia, answered the NCAA by filing a lawsuit that ultimately reached the Supreme Court in 1984.\textsuperscript{56}

The Court began the analysis by finding that the NCAA engaged in an agreement to restrain trade.\textsuperscript{57} The NCAA is composed of a group of member institutions that voted on regulations to provide the NCAA a basis for negotiations with the broadcast networks.\textsuperscript{58} Because the member institutions voted on the NCAA’s comprehensive plan, the member institutions were unable to compete against each other for television rights.\textsuperscript{59} Moreover, the NCAA television contract put an artificial cap on the amount of games permitted for broadcast.\textsuperscript{60} The Court found this type of agreement as a classic horizontal price-fixing scheme.\textsuperscript{61} Typically, a horizontal price-fixing scheme and output limitation is illegal per se.\textsuperscript{62} However, the Court determined that the illegal per se analysis is inadequate to properly analyze a section 1 claim against the NCAA.\textsuperscript{63} The rule of reason analysis is a more appropriate review because the NCAA requires some restraints on competition to survive.\textsuperscript{64} Examples of acceptable restraints include: field-of-play rules, enforcement rules, eligibility rules, and other

\textsuperscript{55}Id. at 95.
\textsuperscript{56}See id.
\textsuperscript{57}Id. at 98.
\textsuperscript{58}Id. at 99.
\textsuperscript{59}Id.
\textsuperscript{60}Id.
\textsuperscript{61}Id.
\textsuperscript{62}Id. at 100.
\textsuperscript{63}Id. at 100-01.
\textsuperscript{64}Id. at 101.
noncommercial rules. The Court agreed with the respondents’ arguments regarding the anticompetitive impact the NCAA television contract had on trade. The NCAA television contract limited the number of televised games, which caused increased prices for television rights and harm to consumers. After reviewing the NCAA’s proposed procompetitive rationale of establishing an efficient marketing strategy, preserving competitive balance, and protecting live attendance, the Court found that the NCAA failed to meet the burden of proving that the procompetitive rationale of the restraint outweighed the anticompetitive impacts. Finally, the Court determined that intercollegiate football broadcasts are unique in the fact that no other programming is comparable; therefore, intercollegiate football broadcasts are a separate market, and the NCAA possesses all of the market power for those broadcasts within the United States of America. After the full antitrust analysis, the Court held that the NCAA’s regulations on commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics violated section 1.

In subsequent years, the NCAA has faced numerous antitrust challenges arguing that certain NCAA rules restrain trade. In Law v. NCAA, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a permanent injunction against the NCAA’s rule for restricted-earning coaches. The Restricted Earnings Coach rule capped compensation for entry-level coaches at $16,000 per year while also reducing Division I

---

65 Id. at 101-02, 117.
66 Id. at 106.
67 Id. at 106-07.
68 Id. at 114-17.
69 Id. at 111-12.
70 Id. at 120 (ruling that the NCAA’s restriction on output is inconsistent with the Sherman Antitrust Act).
71 See infra notes 72-75 and accompanying text.
72 Law v. NCAA, 134 F.3d 1010, 1024 (10th Cir. 1998).
basketball coaching staffs.  The Tenth Circuit mirrored the analysis promulgated in *NCAA v. Board of Regents* and found that the NCAA unreasonably restrained trade in the market for intercollegiate basketball coaches. However, courts have stood firm on upholding NCAA rules that govern eligibility, enforcement, and other noncommercial rules.

The clear point resonating from antitrust litigation against the NCAA is that regulations on the commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics are illegal. Unfortunately, this revelation has brought about the unforeseen consequences of shifting the focus away from the fundamental principles of the NCAA and placing the emphasis on the bottom dollar.

**V. COMMERCIALIZATION AND EXPLOITATION OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS AND THE EFFECTS ON THE UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR STUDENT-ATHLETES**

The NCAA’s founding principles are to protect student-athletes and emphasize education, which fits under the guise of amateurism. The NCAA defines amateurism as: “Student-athletes shall be amateurs in an intercollegiate sport, and their participation should be motivated primarily by education and by the physical, mental and social benefits

---

73 *Id.* at 1013-14.

74 *Id.* at 1024.

75 *e.g.*, Smith v. NCAA, 139 F.3d 180, 187 (3d Cir. 1998) (holding that the NCAA’s Postbaccalaureate Bylaw eligibility rule is a reasonable restraint on trade because it furthers fair competition and survival of intercollegiate athletics); McCormack v. NCAA, 845 F.2d 1338, 1343 (5th Cir. 1988) (holding that NCAA eligibility rules are reasonable restraints of trade and not in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act).

76 See *supra* notes 72, 74-75 and accompanying text.

77 See *infra* Part V.


to be derived. Student participation in intercollegiate athletics is an avocation, and student-athletes should be protected from exploitation by professional and commercial enterprises.\(^{80}\) However, the interpretation of the Sherman Antitrust Act and its application to the NCAA blurred the meaning of amateurism.\(^{81}\) The absence of regulations on commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics has led to commercialization and exploitation of student-athletes.\(^{82}\)

**A. Television Contracts and Corporate Sponsorships**

Chaos developed within the landscape of intercollegiate athletics after the Supreme Court in *NCAA v. Board of Regents* found the NCAA’s horizontal price-fixing scheme violated antitrust laws.\(^{83}\) The CFA immediately put their members’ games up for sale to the highest bidder.\(^{84}\) Eventually, conferences and universities realized the attractiveness of negotiating individually and broke away from the CFA.\(^{85}\) As a result, conferences began to expand their roster of universities and extend their coverage into new markets.\(^{86}\) With the increasing popularity of intercollegiate athletics and evolution of technology, a “perfect storm” for commercialization developed.\(^{87}\)

\(^{80}\)DIV. I MANUAL, *supra* note 3, at 4.

\(^{81}\)See *supra* Part IV.

\(^{82}\)See *infra* Part V.A-B.

\(^{83}\)See *NCAA v. Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of Okla.*, 468 U.S. 85, 120 (1984) (holding that by interfering with “the ability of member institutions to respond to consumer preference, the NCAA has restricted rather than enhanced the place of intercollegiate athletics in the Nation’s life”); *see infra* note 84.

\(^{84}\)ANDREW ZIMBALIST, *UNPAID PROFESSIONALS: COMMERCIALISM AND CONFLICT IN BIG-TIME COLLEGE SPORTS* 101 (Princeton Univ. Press 1999) (noting the CFA’s haste to sign deals with various broadcast companies).

\(^{85}\)Id. at 101-02.

\(^{86}\)Id. at 102.

Television-broadcast companies realized they had a gold mine and started paying large amounts of money to dig into that mine.\textsuperscript{88} The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, a group of intercollegiate athletic reformers,\textsuperscript{89} recently published financial data regarding television contracts connected to NCAA member institutions.\textsuperscript{90} The media contracts for the top five NCAA Division I conferences are set to generate an average annual revenue of $1.098 billion;\textsuperscript{91} the Big Ten and Pac-12 conferences lead the way with an average annual revenue to each member institution of approximately $20 million.\textsuperscript{92} Even more shocking, the NCAA signed a fourteen-year television-rights contract for its men’s basketball tournament with CBS and Turner Sports for $10.8 billion, or approximately $771 million per year.\textsuperscript{93}

Furthermore, the increased popularity of intercollegiate athletics has caught the attention of the corporate world.\textsuperscript{94} Corporate sponsors take advantage of the unique marketing platform that intercollegiate

\textsuperscript{88}See ZIMBALIST, supra note 84, at 101 (noting the numerous broadcast companies that spent millions in exchange for rights to various football games).

\textsuperscript{89}See About, KNIGHT COMM’N ON INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS, http://www.knightcommission.org/about/about-background (last visited Feb. 4, 2014, 4:00 PM) (explaining that the Knight Commission seeks to “ensure that intercollegiate athletics programs operate within the educational mission of their colleges and universities”).


\textsuperscript{91}Id.

\textsuperscript{92}Id.


\textsuperscript{94}See ZIMBALIST, supra note 84, at 136.
2014] Nolan 459 athletics provides by placing their marks both off and on the field.95 Intercollegiate football bowl games previously named after fruits, flowers, and city landmarks changed to bowl games with corporate trademark titles.96 Now, universities offer stadium facades to the corporate world for naming rights.97 Sports apparel companies compete to place their trademarks on jerseys, shoes, wristbands, etc.98 Universities license their mascot and name to obtain royalties on merchandise sales.99

Intercollegiate athletics’ popularity dramatically increased due to more output of athletic events on television.100 The expansive coverage of student-athletes understandably places them under a significant amount of pressure to perform both on and off the field.101 Moreover, corporate exploitation of student-athletes, through the university’s dealings, may force athletes to “look the other way” in certain

95 See id. at 137-38.


97 Id.


100 See MITTEN, supra note 11, at 102.

situations. While commercialization certainly has an effect on student-athletes, it also affects regular academic students.

In order to stay competitive, university athletic departments are spending massive amounts of money and making decisions that are not necessarily in the best interests of the entire student body. Perhaps many students enjoy attending their respective university athletic events, but likely just as many students prefer to attend the university science lab or theatre. One may think that with the amount of money involved in intercollegiate athletics there is certainly some money available for the academic endeavors of the university. However, most university athletic departments operate at a loss, which requires the university to subsidize the difference from academic funds. The lack of money in a majority of university athletic

---

102 See ZIMBALIST, supra note 84, at 141-42 (explaining that sports apparel and shoe companies using subcontractors in foreign countries fail to provide adequate working conditions and wages).

103 See infra text accompanying notes 148-52.


105 See generally infra Part V.A.1-3 (explaining that university spending on athletic programs often does not benefit the university as a whole and may be to the detriment of its academic programs).


107 See infra Part V.A.1-3.

departments may be a result of out-of-control spending to attract student-athletes to the university. The circular argument, known as the arms race, proceeds like this: To obtain the large revenue from television rights and corporate sponsors, the university has to win; for the university to win, the university needs to recruit top-level student-athletes; to recruit top-level student-athletes, the university needs to spend money to attract the top-level student-athletes. The following subsections address the arms race dilemma and its negative impact on universities and their student-athletes.

1. Increased spending on athletic facilities

   Universities realize the old adage, “keeping up with the Joneses,” still runs true today. Student-athletes would rather workout in a first-class facility with state-of-the-art equipment than in a musty basement with rusty equipment. Similarly, most donors and alumni would rather sit in skyboxes and seat-back chairs than in metal bleachers. Universities realize this reality and compete against each other to build the best and brightest facilities hoping to attract potential

---

109 See infra Part V.A.1-3.

110 See generally John C. Weistart, Can Gender Equity Find a Place in Commercialized College Sports?, 3 DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL’Y 191, 211-12 (1996) (explaining the pressures to increase revenue).

111 See David Hale, Moving the Chains, Dollar by Dollar, ESPN COLL. FOOTBALL (Aug. 9, 2013), http://espn.go.com/college-football/story/_/id/9543925/florida-state-seminoles-look-level-playing-field-sec-gridiron-their-checkbook (“It’s a matter of keeping up with the Joneses, and while all the extra spending might be largely superficial, Fisher said, it’s a game top schools can’t risk sitting out.”).  

112 See id. (explaining that when it comes to recruiting, investing in luxury amenities is key because “[w]hen you’re asking guys to come from a distance and bypass a lot of places, there has to be a reason to go there besides just winning”).

student-athletes and donors. A 2005 NCAA task force estimated that 20% of athletic department spending goes towards facilities. Recently, some high-level intercollegiate athletic programs have made large purchases: the University of Kentucky built a $30 million basketball practice facility; the University of Georgia spent $31 million on a weightlifting facility; and the University of Michigan spent $226 million to modernize Michigan Stadium. Some argue that facilities require maintenance and improvement. While the argument has merit, others argue spending on athletic facilities is overzealous, especially when the universities limit some of the facilities solely to the

114 See College Sports 101, supra note 108, at 16-17 (recognizing that “different athletics programs woo 17- or 18-year-old high school seniors with the most lavish practice facility, shiniest academic study center or snazziest arena”); see also Former Lady Topper Joins WKU Development Office, WKU ATHLETICS, http://www.wkusports.com/genrel/011206aaa.html (last visited Feb. 4, 2014) (recognizing that improved facilities “help not only in recruiting students and student-athletes but also in attracting donors and prospective donors”).

115 See infra notes 117-19 and accompanying text.


117 Id.


119 See Bill King, Race for Recruits, SPORTS BUS. J., Dec. 5, 2005, available at http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal/Issues/2005/12/20051205/SBJ-In-Depth/Race-For-Recruits.aspx (“High school students are young and impressionable. They’re swayed not only by coaches, but by facilities. When they see the big wow factor, that plays into their decision to some extent. And when somebody else has something and you don’t, they notice. Improving your facilities is one way to move ahead.”).
student-athletes.\textsuperscript{121} The University of Oregon’s football locker room requires a thumbprint scan to enter,\textsuperscript{122} and Texas A&M’s luxury football locker room houses 130 oak lockers.\textsuperscript{123}

Although many university athletic departments fail to generate a profit,\textsuperscript{124} facility upgrades continue throughout the NCAA landscape.\textsuperscript{125} Where does the money come from? Universities use several different methods to finance their facilities.\textsuperscript{126} Universities, or entities tied to a university, may issue tax-exempt bonds to secure the necessary funds.\textsuperscript{127} A university may also obtain the capital necessary by fundraising.\textsuperscript{128} However, underlying these seemingly innocent methods of raising money is a tax issue.\textsuperscript{129} Investors that purchase tax-exempt bonds do


\textsuperscript{122}King, supra note 120.

\textsuperscript{123}Id.

\textsuperscript{124}See College Sports 101, supra note 108, at 13 (finding that most university athletic programs depend on allocated revenue from the school).

\textsuperscript{125}See supra text accompanying notes 111-13, 116-19; King, supra note 120 (explaining that the university spent $15.2 billion on athletic facilities in just ten years).


\textsuperscript{127}Id.


\textsuperscript{129}Id.
not pay taxes on the interest, and donors contribute large amounts of money in exchange for a charity tax break. Moreover, the NCAA and universities are nonprofit charitable organizations that benefit from tax exemption. Therefore, the NCAA and university revenue, charitable donations, and interest on bonds does not factor into the calculation of United States tax revenue. As a result, marginal tax rates rise requiring American taxpayers to pay more taxes.

While a benefit is likely to evolve from such facility upgrades, the benefit is narrow compared to the broad cost. In certain circumstances, utilization of the facility upgrades is limited to student-athletes and athletic department staff. Yet, the broad cost spreads throughout American taxpayers due to the tax structure.

2. Athletic department and coaching salaries

Lute Olson, former University of Arizona men’s basketball

\[^{130}\]Dosh, supra note 126.

\[^{131}\]Springer, supra note 128.


\[^{133}\]See Springer, supra note 128 (explaining that charity tax breaks cost the U.S. Treasury $36 billion in 2011).

\[^{134}\]See id. (giving tax breaks takes money out of the tax revenue thus increasing marginal rates across the board).

\[^{135}\]See generally Restoring the Balance, supra note 104, at 7 (“[T]op programs are expected to have athletics budgets exceeding $250 million by 2020 . . . . serving an average of 600 student-athletes . . . .”).

\[^{136}\]See supra notes 116-19 and accompanying text; see King, supra note 120 (illustrating that most football facilities are built near the stadium or practice fields to serve players only).

\[^{137}\]See supra notes 129-34 and accompanying text (explaining that Americans pay more because of tax breaks).
coach, said, “[t]here is no question we are overpaid.”

The average salary for a head coach at the 2013 men’s basketball tournament was $1.47 million. Nick Saban and John Calipari lead the college ranks in their respective sports with a yearly salary just shy of $5.4 million. Just as sports teams have up-and-down seasons, so does the economy. The effects of a down economy have recently hit Bowling Green State University, as the president decided to downsize faculty by 11%. The Bowling Green State Falcons team finished the 2012-2013 football season with an 8-5 record, culminating in a loss in the Military Bowl.

---

138 ZIMBALIST, supra note 84, at 74.


145 2012 Football Schedule, supra note 143.
received $363,000 compensation for his services in 2012. The Bowling Green State football expenses surpassed their own revenues by approximately $2.5 million.

Increases in athletic costs doubles that of increases in academic spending. On average, the top five Football Bowl Subdivision athletic conferences spend 6.7 times more on student-athletes than regular academic students. As 34.6% of athletic department expenditures goes towards compensation for staff and coaches, university presidents are sending a clear message that athletics is taking precedence over the importance of academics. Instead of student fees going towards retaining professors conducting research to cure cancer, or towards other academic causes, that money goes to fund multimillion-dollar staff and coaching salaries.

3. Conference realignment

As the arms race continues, universities look for the most efficient path to revenues. Television-rights contracts offer a great opportunity for universities to obtain revenue. Universities are aware

---


147 Id.


149 Id. at 4, 7.

150 Id. at 8.

151 See id. at 1, 4, 7.

152 See id. at 6, 9, 10.

153 See supra Part V.A.

154 See supra Part V.A.
of the increasing costs of athletics and hope to defray the rising costs by securing a spot in a top-level conference with large television-rights contracts. The University of Maryland, a founding member of the Atlantic Coast Conference (“ACC”), decided to join the Big Ten Conference starting in 2014. The president of the University of Maryland justified the move by explaining, “[Maryland] will be able to ensure the financial sustainability of Maryland athletics for decades to come.” Just a year earlier, the University of Maryland cut eight varsity sports due to self-described money problems. Boise State University and San Diego State University were set to join the Big East Conference. Yes, two West Coast universities planned to join a conference made up of primarily East Coast teams. But with the Big East Conference breakup and Bowl Championship Series

155See, e.g., infra notes 156-60 and accompanying text.
157Id.
restructuring, the schools returned to the Mountain West Conference. The original Big East Conference, renamed the American Athletic Conference, dissolved when several top programs realigned with bigger conferences and the Catholic 7 broke off.

So what is the rationale for the dizzying conference realignment? Money and exposure are the likely reasons for universities to realign. The University of Maryland’s struggling athletic department moved to the Big Ten Conference, where the average annual income for a member institution is approximately $6.5 million more than Maryland’s former conference. This same rationale is applicable to the former, top-level Big East Conference universities realigning with bigger conferences. The smaller universities realize television provides exposure for the university, not

---

161 See generally George Schroeder, Agreement on BCS Playoff Structure Reached, USA TODAY (Nov. 12, 2012, 8:27 PM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/bowls/2012/11/12/bcs-playoff-presidents-meeting-college-football-denver/1700455/ (explaining the new BCS playoff structure that guarantees access to the teams from the five non-power conferences, which includes the Mountain West Conference).

162 Fowler, supra note 159.


164 Id.

165 See generally supra Part V.A (illustrating the revenue potential that conference realignment provides).

166 See supra note 156 and accompanying text.


168 See id.
to mention the money from the television rights.\footnote{See generally Dan Wolken, \textit{Tulsa Officially Joins the Former Big East}, USA \textit{TODAY} (Apr. 2, 2013, 4:46 PM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaab/2013/04/02/tulsa-officially-joins-the-big-east/2045809/ (showing that smaller schools are attempting to move into bigger conferences for both exposure and financial reasons).}

In pursuit of revenue, the universities appear to place blinders on regarding the negative impacts of conference realignment.\footnote{See infra notes 172-182 and accompanying text (explaining that realignment will cost the school large sums of money and require student-athletes to travel farther).} The relationship between the university and respective conference is contractual.\footnote{See Alex Prewitt, \textit{ACC’s $50 Million Exit Fee Went Into Effect ‘Immediately’}, \textit{WASH. POST} (Nov. 18, 2012), http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/terrapins-insider/wp/2012/11/18/accs-50-million-exit-fee-went-info-effect-immediately/ (highlighting that the ACC has an official bylaw regarding the “Withdrawal of Members”).} The ACC’s contract with the University of Maryland contains a liquidated damages clause.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} Originally, the fee for breaching the contract was $20 million, but the ACC university presidents apparently raised the fee to $50 million prior to the University of Maryland’s realignment with the Big Ten Conference.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} As the University of Maryland balked at the figure, the ACC filed a lawsuit seeking a declaration that the school owes the fee.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} The already struggling University of Maryland athletic department is expending money to leave the ACC, but also to litigate against the

Furthermore, the move to the Big Ten Conference will likely increase the University of Maryland’s travel budget. The ACC is comprised of universities located on the eastern seaboard, whereas now the University of Maryland will continually make trips to the Midwest to play against Big Ten Conference universities. The increased travel concern is not limited to money because the travel will also affect the student-athletes’ time on academics. Longer trips force student-athletes to leave campus earlier and return later, which ultimately requires the student-athletes to miss classes.

Increased travel negatively affects student-athletes’ academic experience, but also regular academic students’ payment of student fees

175See Barry Svrluga & Alex Prewitt, Big Ten Expansion: Maryland Leaves ACC, Joins Conference in Financial Move, WASH. POST, Nov. 19, 2012, http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-11-19/sports/35506096_1_wallace-d-loh-big-ten-expansion-taylor-kemp (explaining that the shortfalls experienced by the University of Maryland’s athletic budget will be alleviated by joining the Big Ten Conference despite the litigation with the ACC); supra notes 172-74 and accompanying text (outlining the financial predicament that the University of Maryland found itself in).

176See infra notes 177-78 and accompanying text.

177The current ACC member institutions include: Boston College, Clemson University, Duke University, Florida State University, Georgia Institute of Technology, University of Maryland, University of Miami, University of North Carolina, North Carolina State University, University of Virginia, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and Wake Forest University. ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE, http://www.theacc.com/#!/ (last visited Jan. 28th, 2014).

178The current Big Ten member institutions include: University of Illinois, Indiana University, University of Iowa, University of Michigan, Michigan State University, University of Minnesota, University of Nebraska, Northwestern University, Ohio State University, Pennsylvania State University, Purdue University, and University of Wisconsin. About the Conference, BIG TEN CONFERENCE, http://www.bigten.org/school-bio/big10-school-bio.html (last visited Jan. 28th, 2014).

179See J. Christopher Proctor, Conference Realignment Takes Toll on Students, USA TODAY COLL. (May, 22nd 2012, 9:40 AM), http://www.usatodayeducate.com/staging/index.php/sports/conference-realignment-takes-toll-on-students (discussing that increased travel will strain student-athletes).

180See id. (illustrating that conference realignment will result in conference opponents being thousands of miles apart).
This conduct sends the message that when push comes to shove, the universities focus on money and not academia.\footnote{See Desrochers, supra note 148, at 2, 10 (explaining that most NCAA athletic programs are not self-sufficient and rely on subsidies from their students’ tuition dollars); supra text accompanying notes 175-78 (discussing the University of Maryland’s financial situation of having increased travel expenses while litigating against its former conference).}

\textbf{B. Pay-for-Play Dynamic}

In the \textit{NCAA v. Board of Regents} majority opinion, Justice Stevens states, “[i]n order to preserve the character and quality of [college football], athletes must not be paid, must be required to attend class, and the like.”\footnote{NCAA v. Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of Okla., 468 U.S. 85, 102 (1984).} However, critics, including NCAA coaches, believe that student-athletes deserve compensation.\footnote{See supra text accompanying notes 148-52 (discussing the amount of money allocated per student athlete compared to that allocated for the typical student, and the potential for monetary gain if a university’s athletic program thrives).} The argument is that the student-athletes generate a large amount of revenue in intercollegiate athletics; therefore, the student-athletes deserve a slice of the pie.\footnote{See Edward Aschoff, \textit{Steve Spurrier Wants Players Paid}, ESPN (June 1, 2012), http://espn.go.com/college-football/story/ /id/7990235/south-carolina-gamecocks-coach-steve-spurrier-wants-pay-football-players (outlining Steve Spurrier’s proposal for paying players beyond what NCAA currently allows).} The counter-argument is that student-athletes are already paid.\footnote{Id.} A full grant-in-aid covers tuition, fees, room and board, books, and other expenses related to attendance.\footnote{See DIV. I MANUAL, supra note 3, at 200 (providing that student-athletes receive compensation for their athletic performance).} President of the NCAA, Mark Emmert, proposed a plan that would provide student-athletes with...
a $2,000 stipend.\textsuperscript{188} However, 161 member institutions voted to override the proposal because the plan adds pressure to an already rigid budget facing athletic departments.\textsuperscript{189} Some proposals would limit the stipends to the revenue-producing sports of men’s basketball and football.\textsuperscript{190} However, these types of proposals lack recognition of title IX requirements.\textsuperscript{191} Furthermore, another argument exists regarding classifying student-athletes as employees.\textsuperscript{192} If providing these student-athletes with money beyond the NCAA’s definition of “cost of attendance”\textsuperscript{193} suggests an employer-employee relationship, universities may be subject to labor laws and workers compensation statutes.\textsuperscript{194}

The pay-for-play dynamic not only strays away from the NCAA’s principles of amateurism,\textsuperscript{195} but also costs the universities more money to subsidize the athletic departments. The increased expense, again, will likely divert funds from academic-oriented programs to athletics.\textsuperscript{196}

\begin{flushright}

\textsuperscript{189}Id.

\textsuperscript{190}Could $200 Bankrupt College Sports?, DAWSONLINE (Sept. 23, 2010), http://www.dawsonline.com/tag/ncaa/page/2/.

\textsuperscript{191}20 U.S.C. § 1681 (2012) (explaining that title IX regulations will require stipend distribution to be equal between men and women).

\textsuperscript{192}See infra note 194.

\textsuperscript{193}DIV. I MANUAL, supra note 3, at 200.


\textsuperscript{195}DIV. I MANUAL, supra note 3.

\textsuperscript{196}See supra note 108 and accompanying text.
VI. **ANTITRUST LAWSUIT THAT MAY BE THE STRAW TO BREAK THE NCAA’S BACK**

A legal scholar calls this “the most significant legal threat the NCAA is facing.” Athletic directors are concerned that this case could cause “seismic” changes to intercollegiate athletics, which could force major conferences to consider adopting a nonscholarship structure similar to Division III athletics. This case is *In re NCAA Student-Athlete Name & Likeness Litigation*, a consolidation of *Keller v. Electronic Arts Inc.* Plaintiffs Keller and O’Bannon are former student-athletes claiming multiple causes of action against the NCAA, the Collegiate Licensing Company, and Electronic Arts Incorporated.

O’Bannon’s complaint claims that the defendants engaged in a price-fixing conspiracy and group boycott in violation of section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The defendants have used the plaintiffs’ images and likeness in several different mediums, including DVDs,

---


202 Id. ¶¶ 6-7.

203 Id. ¶¶ 25-26.
video games, and photos for commercial gain.\textsuperscript{204}

Student-athletes are required to sign several documents to participate in intercollegiate athletics, including Form 08-3a.\textsuperscript{205} Form 08-3a states: “You authorize the NCAA [or a third party acting on behalf of the NCAA (e.g., host institution, conference, local organizing committee)] to use your name or picture to generally promote NCAA championships or other NCAA events, activities or programs.”\textsuperscript{206} O’Bannon states that signing Form 08-3a relinquishes a student-athlete’s right to their image and likeness to the NCAA in perpetuity.\textsuperscript{207} But for this relinquishment, a student-athlete may negotiate their image and likeness rights with potential suitors and “receiv[e] compensation in connection with the commercial exploitation . . . .”\textsuperscript{208} Thus, O’Bannon argues that the NCAA illegally restrained trade in violation of section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act.\textsuperscript{209} As previously discussed,\textsuperscript{210} O’Bannon will have to show that the NCAA participated in an agreement to unreasonably restrain trade in a relevant market.\textsuperscript{211} The market for use of student-athlete images and likenesses appears relatively clear as indicated by the sale of DVDs, video games, and photos.\textsuperscript{212} The district

\textsuperscript{204}\textit{Id.} ¶¶ 46-54.


\textsuperscript{207}McCann, \textit{supra} note 205.

\textsuperscript{208}Complaint, \textit{supra} note 201, ¶ 9.

\textsuperscript{209}\textit{Id.} ¶ 26.

\textsuperscript{210}See \textit{supra} Part III.

\textsuperscript{211}See \textit{supra} Part III.

\textsuperscript{212}See, e.g., McCann, \textit{supra} note 205.
court will then have to use the rule of reason analysis,\textsuperscript{213} by weighing the anticompetitive effects against the procompetitive rationale, to determine if the restraint on trade is unreasonable.\textsuperscript{214}

Recently, Chief District Judge Wilken decided to give the plaintiffs a full hearing on their attempt for class-action certification by denying the NCAA’s motion to strike class certification.\textsuperscript{215} Although a nominal victory, the ruling indicates that Judge Wilken is willing to hear the class certification on the merits.\textsuperscript{216} If O’Bannon were to prevail, the NCAA would suffer a tremendous blow causing the association to make drastic changes to the NCAA business model.\textsuperscript{217} An O’Bannon victory may require universities to share revenues with student-athletes, revenues that already fail to meet the expenses of most athletic departments.\textsuperscript{218} This loss of revenue may force universities to cut non-revenue-producing sports,\textsuperscript{219} or completely alter the structure of the athletic department model.\textsuperscript{220}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{213}See supra notes 62-64 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{214}See supra note 45 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{216}Id.
\item \textsuperscript{217}McCann, supra note 205 (indicating that damages may reach the hundreds of millions of dollars range).
\item \textsuperscript{218}See supra note 108.
\item \textsuperscript{219}See, e.g., supra note 158 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{220}See Staples, supra note 199 and accompanying text (discussing how a favorable judgment for the plaintiffs in the O’Bannon case could cause schools to “de-emphasize athletics”).
\end{itemize}
VII. AN ANTITRUST EXEMPTION AND ITS EFFECT ON UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR STUDENT-ATHLETES

Justice White, joined by Justice Rehnquist, predicted that the majority opinion in *NCAA v. Board of Regents* would lead to an intercollegiate athletic arms race.221 In the dissenting opinion, Justice White stated that the NCAA television regulations “prevent institutions with competitively and economically successful programs from taking advantage of their success by expanding their programs, improving the quality of the product they offer, and increasing their sports revenues.”222 Justice White continued by saying a lack of regulations would lead member institutions “to engage in activities that deny amateurism,”223 and the free market does not “serve the ends and goals of higher education . . . .”224

Justice White certainly foreshadowed the modern NCAA landscape.225 The amount of money spent on student-athletes continues to outpace spending on regular academic students.226 To resurrect the founding principles of the NCAA, a change in the trend of intercollegiate athletics commercialization is necessary.227 Let us not forget that university presidents have had a major role in the governance of the NCAA since the 1980s,228 and it is unlikely the university

---


222 *Id.* at 122.

223 *Id.* (quoting Note, Antitrust and Nonprofit Entities, 94 Harv. L. Rev. 802, 817 (1981)).

224 *Id.* at 122.

225 *See id.* at 135-36 (stating that the NCAA’s television-contract limitations would preserve amateurism and encourage student-athletes to choose a school for academic reasons).


227 *See supra* Part V.

228 MITTEN, *supra* note 11, at 103.
presidents would be willing to cut back on the revenue stream available. Therefore, the NCAA should make a plea to Congress for a Sherman Antitrust Act exemption. An antitrust exemption would provide the NCAA “ample latitude” to maintain amateurism. With an antitrust exemption, the NCAA will be free to regulate the commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics and engineer a revenue-distribution model that supports the principles of amateurism. Furthermore, the NCAA will be able to accentuate the important nexus between academics and athletics.

A. The Effect an Antitrust Exemption May Have on Commercialization, the Arms Race, and the Pay-for-Play Dynamic

An antitrust exemption would allow the NCAA to develop a revenue-distribution model that emphasizes amateurism and competitive balance. The NCAA could equitably distribute revenue from television-rights contracts to member institutions. This would minimize commercial competition amongst member institutions; thus, lessening the incentive to realign with big conferences. This measure would reduce the amount of travel expenses and increase regional rivalries. In addition, minimizing commercial competition will take the pressure off universities to “keep up with the Joneses” with respect

See Schaefer, supra note 96, at 564.

See, e.g., Wolverton, supra note 8.


See generally id. at 121-22 (explaining the original purpose of the NCAA and how revenue jeopardizes that purpose).

See Wolverton, supra note 8 (stating that an exemption would allow the NCAA to “better [align] commercial interests with education”).

See Wolverton, supra note 8.

See supra Part V.A.

See supra Part V.A.3.

See supra notes 176-82 and accompanying text.
Universities will be able to spend within their means without the worry of losing recruits to big-spending universities. Coaching and staff salaries could be subject to a more reasonable budget, which will ease the financial and hiring strain. By closing down the arms race, the massive spending on intercollegiate athletics will decrease, possibly equating to student fee decreases and elimination of athletic subsidies.

Furthermore, an antitrust exemption would shut down the play-for-pay dynamic and allow the NCAA to avoid the potentially massive damages from the *In re Student-Athlete Name & Likeness Licensing Litigation*. The antitrust exemption will preclude the extra expense to pay players, but also preserve amateurism. The NCAA can recommence principles of amateurism and retreat from housing a minor league system for the National Football League and National Basketball Association.

**B. The Effect an Antitrust Exemption May Have on Academic Reform Within Intercollegiate Athletics**

In 2010, the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics (“Knight Commission”) released a comprehensive report on ways to control spending within intercollegiate athletics. The report,
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238 *See supra* Part V.A.1.

239 *See supra* Part V.A.2.

240 *See supra* note 152 and accompanying text.

241 *See McCann, supra* note 205 and accompanying text.

242 *See supra* Part V.B (discussing the current dilemma in college athletics concerning payment of student-athletes).

243 *See generally* Thomas R. Kobin, Comment, *The National Collegiate Athletic Association’s No Agent and No Draft Rules: The Realities of Collegiate Sports are Forcing Change*, 4 SETON HALL J. SPORT L. 483, 512-513 (1994) (explaining that the National Football League does not have a need to invest revenue in developing young players because the development occurs in the NCAA).

244 *See generally* Restoring the Balance, *supra* note 104, at 1-7 (discussing financial and educational reform in college athletics).
Restoring the Balance, suggested greater transparency regarding intercollegiate athletic spending and a change in revenue sharing to incentivize education. The Knight Commission asks for NCAA member institutions’ financial reports, which should include long-term debt and capital spending, to be available to the public. The publicized reports will help with comparisons and induce universities to be more accountable for their expenditures on athletics. In an effort to reinforce the importance of academics, the Knight Commission recommends a revenue distribution structure that rewards university athletic departments for reaching certain academic benchmarks. An Academic-Athletics Balance Fund program would receive a percentage of revenue to distribute to universities for higher graduation rates and the proper balance between athletic and academic spending. The Knight Commission’s first two recommendations play into the third recommendation, treating student-athletes as student-athletes and not professionals. By minimizing the arms race, universities would be less inclined to realign with conferences that require extended travel. This would minimize intrusion upon the student-athletes’ academic schedules.

Clearly, market forces have driven intercollegiate athletics into a commercial frenzy; unfortunately, student-athletes and regular academic students suffer the negative effects of that
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245 Id.
246 Id. at 11-12.
247 Id. at 12.
248 Id. at 14.
249 Id. at 15.
250 Id. at 16.
251 See generally Part VII.A (stating that an equitable distribution of television revenues would discourage conference realignment).
252 Restoring the Balance, supra note 104, at 16.
253 See supra Part V.A.
An antitrust exemption would allow the NCAA to regain control of the commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics and mold a healthy future for universities, student-athletes, and regular academic students.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Without the NCAA’s power to regulate commercial aspects of intercollegiate athletics, universities have allowed commercialization to invade amateur sports. By refocusing efforts to academics and redrawing the line of demarcation between amateur and professional sports, the virtue of intercollegiate athletics will prosper again.

College students and alumni will still go to games and cheer, athletic competition will still be fierce, and student-athletes will receive the skills necessary to “go pro in something other than sports.” Congress holds the key to opening the door to a prosperous and sound intercollegiate athletic landscape, and that key is in the shape of an

\[\text{See supra Parts V.A.1-3, V.B, VI.}\]

\[\text{See Len Elmore, Exempt the NCAA from Antitrust, THE CHRON. OF HIGHER EDUC. (Dec. 11, 2011), https://chronicle.com/article/Exempt-the-NCAA-From-Antitrust/130073/ (stating that the NCAA has the potential to offer reform to all aspects of intercollegiate sports if allowed an exemption from antitrust laws).}\]

\[\text{See Michael J. Cretilli, The Good, Bad and Ugly About the Commercialization of Amateur Sports, HUFFINGTON POST SPORTS (April 5, 2011), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-j-critelli/amateur-sports_b_844686.html (stating that commercialization has crept into college sports in the recent years).}\]

\[\text{See Restoring the Balance, supra note 104, at 16; see generally Cretilli, supra note 256 (stating that commercialization in sports amongst young athletes distorts and destroys the people and college institutions, as colleges “select poorly educated athletes who stay in college for [one or two] years instead of highly qualified students”).}\]

\[\text{See NCAA Launches Latest Public Service Announcements, Introduces New Student-Focused Website, NCAA (March 13, 2007), http://fs.ncaa.org/Docs/PressArchive/2007/Announcements/NCAA%2BLaunches%2BLatest%2BPublic%2BService%2BAnnouncements%2BIntroduces%2BNew%2BStudent-Focused%2BWebsite.html (announcing an NCAA public service announcement to highlight the profound effects college sports have on those who pursue careers in something other than athletics).}\]
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NCAA antitrust exemption bill.258

258See Wolverton, supra note 8 (stating that a college-sports watchdog group wants Congress to propose “a limited antitrust exemption for the association to help it constrain runaway spending in big-time sports while better aligning commercial interests with education”).